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Air power for warfare is a story that has been told many times. Air power for peacekeeping and UN enforcement is a story that desperately needs to be told. For the first time, this volume covers the fascinating range of aerial peace functions. In rich detail it describes: aircraft transporting vital supplies to UN peacekeepers and massive amounts of humanitarian aid to war-affected populations; aircraft serving as the "eyes in the sky" to keep watch for the world organization; and combat aircraft enforcing the peace. Rich, poignant case studies illuminate the past and present use of UN air power, painting the way for the future. This book impressively fills the large gap in the current literature on peace operations, on the United Nations and on air power generally.

I welcome this unique volume on air power in UN operations. It provides a close look at the ways peacekeeping and enforcement can be facilitated from the air. It provides an impressive and wide-ranging examination of air power applications from the past and points to how these can be made more effective in the future.

Lieutenant-General The Hon. Romeo A. Dallaire (retired)

Combining rigorous analysis with compelling first-hand experience and awareness of new technologies with a deep appreciation of history, this book provides a compelling account of the uses of air power in UN operations which provides both rich insight into its possibilities and frank advice about its limitations and management. Comprehensive and authoritative, it will be a core reading for analysts and practitioners alike for years to come.

Alex J. Bellamy, Griffith University, Australia and International Peace Institute

Since 1945 when the United Nations was created in San Francisco, nations often look to this international organization to keep or restore global peace. Professor A. Walter Dorn's outstanding anthology provides a much-needed examination of the UN's air power capabilities for global intervention to halt war fighting. He and his expert colleagues address, lucidly and with fresh insights, several case studies in which UN air power has played a role in peacekeeping. They examine key questions as how and under what circumstances the UN has used air power, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of this approach.

Loach K. Johnson, University of Georgia, USA
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